COLLABORATION CONTINUES WITH DUSTIN AND CLARION
- two new pop-up workspaces have been set up
CLARION HOTEL STOCKHOLM & POST HOTEL
GÖTEBORG 2021-06-31
Dustin Business Suite as the concept is called has since
September 2020 been a collaboration between the Hotel
chain Clarion, IT specialist Dustin, Götessons and David
design and since then three pop-up workspaces have been
decorated where it placed great emphasis on creating an
ergonomic, comfortable and nice decor.
Two more pop-up workspaces have been decorated at the
Clarion Hotel in Stockholm and the Post Hotel in Gothenburg.
The first-mentioned pop-up work surface, have been decoreted
with recycled furniture. They were used to demonstrate the long
service life and to reduce the environmental impact. Gotessons
has developed an upcycling concept due to that. There the
products can get new life with a little refreshment and maybe
they get a new environment that they call LOOP.
- The office space at Clarion Hotel Sign is very popular and has
been crowded almost every day since we opened the gates. We
are very happy about this collaboration and it can be fantastic
that we now can offer nice, ergonomic and equipped workplaces
in even more hotels, says Henrik Berghult, Operations Director
Clarion Hotel Sweden.
Furnishings from Gotessons in Stockholm
At Clarion Hotel Stockholm, there are 6 equipped recycling
workplaces, among other things ScreenIT A30 desktop screens
and Tulip desk lamps. The sound-absorbing house Half a Hut
Lounge which offers a convenient and easily accessible place is
also on the floor surface. Some iQseat chairs and several Office
Ballz to sit on are also deployed. In addition, it is available in
different groups with seating furniture Office Nap, Hang On and
SMS-Box on the surface. In order to attenuate the sound, there
are several acoustic products such as Woodstock, Nivå and Plant
Divider with associated true-to-nature plants from Gotessons.
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Furnishings from Gotessons in Gothenburg
The Clarion Hotel Post in Gothenburg also has 6 equipped
workplaces with ScreenIT A30 desktop screens and The
Lightning desk lamps. Open Half Hut with associated seating
and cushions, is the sound-absorbing house that offers relaxed
meetings or shielded work. Even here there are different varieties
of seating as Office Nap, Office Ballz, Hang On and iQseat. In
addition, there are lots of true-to-nature plants on the surface in
e.g. Plant Divider and baskets.
Furnishings from David design
At the equipped workplaces At Clarion Hotel Stockholm and
at Clarion Post Hotel in Gothenburg, there is the classic chair
Skift Wheel and the designed sofatable Opi by Lars Hofsjö.
At Gothenburg, there is also the classic chair Portia Lounge
designed by Superlab. The classic tables Marigold and Pluvial
designed by Claesson Koivisto Rune and Federico Churba can
be found in Stockholm at Clarion Stockholm.
Visit gotessons.se and daviddesign.se to take part in the product
range.
Free and available around the clock
All the furnished Dustin Business Suite in Stockholm, Malmö,
Gothenburg are now available and do not need to be booked to
be used.
About Gotessons
Gotessons was founded 1984 and have since then developed
and been able to offer a complete range of work environment
solutions, focusing on office spaces. With Europe as their main
market, they secure ergonomic, functional and well design
complete solutions for the customer. In 2019, the company was
acquired by the investment company Accent Equity as majority
owners. Accent Equity will support the board and continue
supporting the partowners in their journey with a high growth,
as well as accelerating the company’s international expansion.
Gotessons Group also includes affiliate company A.M. Acoustics
since 2015 and David design AB since 2020.
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